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 “Cows, lots and lots of cows” (Johnson, C. Tobias M.). When Charles Tobias M. 

Johnson, fondly known as Toby, moved to the Franklin area in 1949, only cows occupied the 

land that would one day hold a school named in his honor. Toby Johnson, a lifelong educator, 

has lived a life full of educational reform and revolutionary ideas that changed middle school 

education forever. His namesake school is an amazing example of that, a truly revolutionary 

school, leaving a lasting legacy of excellence in education. 

 Education permeated the life of Toby Johnson. So it is little wonder that he would spend 

his life developing new ways to think about education. Born in San Francisco in 1917, Toby 

Johnson moved to the Sacramento area when he was three. He attended Sierra Elementary 

School and graduated from Sacramento High School in 1934 (Pinkerton). Then he attended 

Sacramento City College and the University of California, Berkeley. He was involved in 

industrial education during his tenure at the Ford Motor Company and while serving in the U.S. 

Marine Corps during World War II. In 1949, Toby Johnson moved his family to live on a ranch 

in Franklin, California, in Sacramento County. Eager to finish his education interrupted by  

World War II, he enrolled at Sacramento State College where he earned a Bachelor of Arts 

degree in Education. Credentialed to teach in both elementary and secondary schools, he began 

his teaching career at Franklin School, located down the street from his ranch. At the time, 

Franklin School was a program of combined grade level classes, from Kindergarten to eighth 

grade. Toby Johnson began his teaching career in the fifth and sixth grade combined class 

(Johnson, C. Tobias M.). It was not long before Mr. Johnson became the principal of Franklin 

School after earning his administrative credential. This position gave him the opportunity to 

change education. An educational revolution began. 
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 This educational revolution started with Toby Johnson involving parents in their 

children‟s education. According to legend, one frigid February day in 1951, “two of the Franklin 

teachers happened to be sick on the same day. The school did not have enough teachers to 

continue instruction, so they had to send the children home early” (Pinkerton, 253-4). Some 

mothers dropped by to chat with the principal, Mr. Johnson, who used this opportunity to discuss 

ways to get more parents involved in their children‟s education. The result was the formation of 

a Mothers‟ Club, which would evolve into what is known today as the Parent-Teacher 

Association, the PTA. This organization is now instituted in schools across the country. Mr. 

Johnson used the profits from Franklin‟s first fundraiser to enter the world of technology, 

purchasing a movie projector, the newest technology at the time. 

 For nearly 30 years, Toby Johnson continued his educational revolution through his roles 

as teacher, principal, personnel director, and superintendent in the local school districts of 

Franklin, Arden-Carmichael, San Juan, Galt and Arcohe (Pinkerton). He brought his innovative 

educational techniques to three middle schools, Arden, Jonas Salk, and Galt, during his time as 

principal of these schools. He even introduced an experimental art and music program at Arden 

Middle School. As superintendent, Mr. Johnson further developed educational programs to focus 

students on their future. He sought to move past “readin‟, writin‟, and arithmetic,” the basic rote, 

rudimentary education of the time, and “open up the world” for his students (Johnson, C. Tobias 

M.). 

 In 1978, Toby Johnson was elected to the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors to 

serve as Fifth District Supervisor. According to Mr. Johnson, the Board of Supervisors was a 

“talented group of forward-thinking people that [he] had the honor to serve with.” They were 

able to see “the future and [see] the way it was coming” (Johnson, C. Tobias M.). This team 
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tracked a gradual migration coming south from the city of Sacramento. Responding to this move 

of city-dwellers, Mr. Johnson and the planning committee planned the rural town of Elk Grove to 

accommodate this. Today, as a result of Toby Johnson‟s work, Elk Grove‟s beautiful wide roads, 

vegetated medians, and multiple parks make it a pleasant town that does not seem too much like 

a city. The planning committee also bought land for future schools, even though all the land 

currently surrounding these plots was pasture land for cows. As a result, Toby Johnson‟s 

innovative, forward-thinking paved the way for the school to be built that would one day bear his 

name. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that his namesake school, Toby Johnson Middle School 

(TJMS) instituted numerous revolutionary educational ideas when it opened in 2002. According 

to founding principal Patrick McDougall, “Toby Johnson was built around all the best practice 

strategies that were found in the research. Imagine a new car with all the latest technology, 

options, and special features, and that is what Toby Johnson [Middle School] was like” 

(McDougall). The California League of Middle Schools (CLMS), which stimulates and supports 

middle school success, established fifteen “best practice” recommendations for middle schools. 

Toby Johnson Middle School was the first school in California to implement all fifteen. 

Organizing the school around teams was one of these pioneering efforts. “Toby Johnson 

will be Elk Grove's first middle school to use the concept of schools within schools,” said 

Principal Patrick McDougall in 2002, “it makes it more personalized for kids and parents.” Cathy 

Chappell, mother of a Toby Johnson eighth-grader, said she welcomed the approach. “It's so 

much better than being one in a big crowd,” she said. “They'll have so much more chances to 

succeed in a smaller group” (Louey, B1). TJMS students are grouped with 200 others in their 

grade and assigned to a group of six teachers. For two years, they have the same teachers for 
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every subject except electives. The teachers have a common preparation period so they can share 

information about students. This concept was extremely innovative for the time, and it still is 

considered the best way to run a middle school. Toby Johnson Middle School named its teams 

after local colleges and universities, to prepare middle school students for their future. The four 

teams at Toby Johnson Middle School are: the Hornets of Sacramento State University, the 

Aggies of University of California, Davis, the Tigers of the University of the Pacific, and the 

Bears of the University of California, Berkeley. Teaching students the importance of college 

gives students the opportunity to look toward their future and start dreaming about how a good 

education can change their life and “open up the world” (Johnson, C. Tobias M.).  

This school was also one of the first middle schools in California and the first middle 

school in Elk Grove to institute the looping system, in which students stay with the same 

teachers for both 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade. This allows the teachers to develop relationships with the 

students and provide consistency. “It's frustrating as a parent when your child goes from teacher 

to teacher each year,” said parent and TJMS teacher Sherry Marchant, “Two years means we'll 

settle in comfortably versus settle in, get comfortable, and have to move.” Teachers also do not 

have to “spend the second year getting to know students, their families, or their strengths and 

weaknesses” (Louey, B1). As Jim Grant, founder of Staff Development for Educators, which 

trains teachers about looping, points out, “You don‟t change ministers or priests or doctors. Only 

in education do we shift relationships every 36 weeks” (Louey, B1).  

Another key “best practice” was the introduction of Advocacy. The purpose of Advocacy 

is to prepare middle school students for their future, just as the school‟s namesake, Toby 

Johnson, did with his educational revolution. “Imagine the hundred things you should be talking 

to kids about, for example, digital citizenship, safe driving, college and career… all the things 
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you say you are going to do, but go by the wayside in the pursuit of the basics of education” 

(McDougall). Advocacy teaches students how to create a budget, write a check, and balance a 

bank account, as well as how to write a resume and perform a job interview. Critics say it is not 

the curriculum. As Mr. McDougall says, “But it is life. And that is how kids get real jobs” 

(McDougall). Advocacy prepares middle schoolers to make the future better for themselves. 

While Toby Johnson sheepishly admits he “just got all fluttery” when he learned that a 

school was going to be named after him, he remains fiercely proud of the legacy of Toby 

Johnson Middle School (Johnson, C. Tobias M.). The community‟s and the nation‟s reaction to 

the creation of Toby Johnson Middle School was astounding. TJMS was such a top-rate school 

that teachers flocked from far and wide to interview for a position at this amazing school. This 

meant the administration could pick the best of the best teachers and office staff. Ten years later, 

TJMS still has top-rate teachers (McDougall). Thus, Toby Johnson was the first secondary 

school in the Elk Grove Unified School District to earn an API score over 800. Furthermore, 

Toby Johnson Middle School has been designated a national “School to Watch” three times, the 

first school in Sacramento County to earn this honor. “To qualify as a „School to Watch‟, 

selected schools must have in place replicable practices in the areas of academic excellence, 

responsiveness to the developmental needs of young adolescents, fair and equitable education for 

all students and organizational processes and procedures that foster and sustain academic 

growth” (Johnson, Torrey). Educators flock to TJMS from all over the nation to see the results of 

this educational revolution, hoping to duplicate its practices and success in their own schools. 

Over the past decade, TJMS keeps getting stronger and the quality of the student body just 

continues to rise. “A great day was the day the State Superintendent of Schools, Jack O‟Connell, 

came to TJMS to announce the publication of a new state document regarding exemplary middle 
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school practices for California Schools. Out of all the schools in the state [at which] he could 

have made this televised public announcement, he came to Toby Johnson, because TJMS had 

already implemented the recommendations suggested in the new publication” (McDougall). 

When the school opened in 2002, 1,267 students enrolled and hundreds more tried their 

hardest to attend this new school. Although nothing but cow pastures originally surrounded the 

Toby complex, only five years after the school was created, 10,000 homes had sprouted up and 

more were still being built. This created the fastest-growing neighborhood Sacramento County 

has ever recorded and one of the fastest-growing towns in both the state of California and the 

entire country. This is partly due to the attraction of the first-rate Toby Johnson Middle School. 

When Toby Johnson Middle School opened ten years ago, it helped to build a new community. 

Students from all over the state enrolled in the school when it opened. The economy was 

expanding, and many families were attracted to Elk Grove, in particular, to the new 

neighborhood surrounding the new school. Everybody had an opinion about how things should 

go at the new school, but there was very little consensus within the community. The hardest 

work during the first three years was building a common expectation about academics and 

behavior at the new school, and pulling a diverse community together to support a common 

vision. “It is not an overstatement to say that Toby Johnson was integral to the development of 

the East Franklin community, those 10,000 houses that surround the school” (McDougall). 

Toby Johnson Middle School continues in this legacy of excellence in education and 

revolutionary teaching techniques. It continues to astound the community, the state, and the 

country. It is a wonderful monument to a truly wonderful man. 

Now, at age 95, Toby Johnson still resides in the quaint wooden ranch he established in 

1949. There, a few miles from the educationally innovative school that bears his name and 
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continues on his legacy, he enjoys watching the fiery sun set on the fields that once held only 

“cows, lots and lots of cows” (Johnson, C. Tobias M.). 
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